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Hunt ID: 5061-CO-S-M-2000-003-ElkMDeerAntelope-A3IGCR-B1OG-YG3AR 

20,000 acres to Hunt, and we still call the Rifle Hunts a, “Senior Citizen Hunts.” 

WE ARE OFFERING A SPECIAL OFFER FOR THE 2ND ELK SEASON THIS YEAR ONLY. If you book for a Bull or  

Cow elk hunt this year for the second season we will provide a Mule Deer hunt at the same time for free. This is a  

2nd Season 
4 Day Elk   (1st 1/2 of Season) $ 3000 Reduced Down to only..……(1-6 on 1 guiding)…………...$  2395 
Any Season Cow elk 4 or 5 day………………………………………………………………………………………..….. $ 1695 



2nd Season Requires 1 point to draw a deer license consistently 
5 Day Deer $ 2900 Reduced Down to only...…… (2 on 1 guiding) ………………………………...…….....$ 2295 FREE 
 
(It is recommended that you use Watchdog to get a Mule Deer licenses and any other licenses required  
for you hunt to provide you with the best odds of securing a Mule Deer or Elk licenses and any extra  
points for the future.) Watchdog® 
 
Colorado Quick Picks Watchdog Lives here 

Welcome to the center of the world, the place where east meets west, the plains meet the mountains, the elk 

and the deer meet the antelope. From here you can drive to any place in the United States or even fly there. You 

are not only in the place where you hunt in the highest elk density in the world, but you are in the legendary elk 

capitol of the United States, the famous Craig Colorado. From this town of 10,000 people draw an imaginary 100-

mile circle and you will not find anywhere that a circle of this size can encompass so many elk.  

The NW corner of the state is home to over half of the states 455,000 elk. If you come to Craig to see people 

you may as well stay home.  

Historically the elk were in the mountains in this area. Later when the found the low altitude migration route, 

across open country that had alfalfa, CRP Grass, easy travel the elk numbers exploded to 60,000 head and they 

continue to grow even with the high success rate of hunters. Even the large harvest of Cow elk each year doesn’t 

seem to make up for the high harvest, it is just an area that “Builds Elk Quickly.”  

The elk have greatly increased in numbers when the CRP program took ove,r most of the wheat farmers fields in 

a program to build the nations soil bank. A mixture of broom grass, ranger alfafa and other hardy grasses we 

required to be planted and not mowed or grazed for 10 years. Durring the time the farmer would receive a set 

amount in a check every year. 

This worked well until a 3 year drout began in the early 90’5 when hay was in short supply. The ban of mowing 

and grazing was olifted for a few years and the program was altered then minimized. Many did not go back to 

winter wheat, and lift it in CRP Grass anyway. Elk had found that they can bed and feed in the hardy grass. Deer 

and antelope used it more for cover but it was a benefit. It made the habitat more diversafied than miles and 

miles of sage brush. 

This made many elk quit migrating each year and the made their new home in the Craig Valley. Now about 

25,000 elk live yeqar around in the Craig Valley and another 60,000 head from the bears ears head migraite 

through the Craig valley to winter at Govivas Rim some 27 miled west of Craig.  

 

home. The area has become a Big Game Hunters Paradise with the town of Craig becoming, “The Elk Capitol of 

the World.” Recognizing its extremely high elk populations in the late fall and winter months. The radius of 30 

miles around Craig harbors the elk through the earlier months. Pressure on the mountain lions and coyotes along 

with bear hunting has kept all the predators somewhat under control except for the large Golden eagles and his 

smaller bald eagles are still extremely hard on deer and antelope fawns and even older animals up to 1 year of 

age. All of these have little to no effect on the elk fawns because of a cow elk going off by itself to have its calf 

https://cdn.website-editor.net/c834f1e5519240ef9bf453b78b10ed27/files/uploaded/Colorado%2520Quick%2520Picks%2520Watchdog%2520Hunter%2520Procedure.pdf
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like the standard for deer and antelope they handle this very exposed situation differently. Cow elk go to 

traditional calving grounds which may have anywhere from 5-30 cows. 

In this way if a cow leaves it calf to eat in the area, she leaves her calf with a herd of other cows as baby sitters. 

No Coyote, Mountain lion or bear would enter the area to get a calf. A sample of nature working with nature the 

bears do come to the area for the after birth but knows the calves are off limits. The cows will move away from 

the after birth and the bears will clean up as sort of a mutual agreement. Being the calving grounds are in the 

timber the eagles are not comfortable maneuvering in the close quarters. 

If you came here to see elk don’t waste another minute come, see where the elk are made and the highest elk 

density in the world wraps around you like the glamor of nature at its finest. Colorado is home to the largest elk 

population in the world and within this big game hunting mecca, Moffat County boasts to two of the largest 

migratory elk herds in North America and is also a hunting hot spot for deer, antelope and small game. With over 

20,000 acres to hunt on 7 different ranches you will be swimming in prime private land and enjoying the success 

it provides.  

That is important to an elk hunter but there continues to be more as Craig unfolds to welcome you into the hunt 

of your life. Craig is a bustling town with an extremely strong pro guns attitude that is as strong as its pro-hunting 

attitude that is extremely refreshing in today’s world. Friendly town it is, don’t hesitate to say high when you 

meet someone on the street, they will certainly say hi back.  The area is known for its record class Mule deer and 

not to be slighted the pronghorn Antelope that thrive here have the very rare genes to be able to put the 

sportsman that kills one in the Boone and Crockett or Pope and Young record book, not to mention SCI’s book 

also. 

Pricing 

The Guided Cow elk hunt $ 1995 reduced to only $1695. You must have at least 1 bull hunter per cow hunter to 
qualify. This in turn will add to the quality level and the success of the hunt because the elk and deer populations 
in this are or one of the fasted growth areas in the state. I always recommend having one hunter in the group to 
have a cow license because you will see more cows than bulls. 
 
Archery Hunting is broken down into 1,2,3 and 4th weeks and each is a 5 day hunt each one for each of the 
weeks from the last days of August to where the season ends toward the end of September. The maximum is 4 
hunters per week. These are mostly local elk, so they pattern very well but are also very aware of changes in 
their environment. In addition, we have some that are pushed over the fence from an adjacent property that 
hunts their property hard during the September rut which always brings more elk over the fence to some of 
our non-Grazed private property. removed from these hunt options because a few muzzleloaders are ok, but 
the bulk of the best hunting is during the rifle seasons.  
 
 
Most archery hunting follows a schedule like this. 
September 3rd Week of the Season 
September 4th Week of the Season 
 
Archery Elk Limited Openings $ 2960 Discounted down to only ………….………............……..…….$   1995 
Added day start the 18th for $ 300 added 



 
Rifle Seasons 
5 Day Elk (1st 1/2 of Season) $ 3000 Reduced Down to only..……(1-6 on 1 guiding)…..............$   2395 
 
2nd, 3rd and 4th Elk Seasons Below 
 
2nd Season 
4 Day Elk (1st 1/2 of Season) $ 3000 Reduced Down to only..……(1-6 on 1 guiding)………....…..$  2395 
 
3rd Season 
4 Day Elk $ 3500 Reduced Down to only..….…( 1-6 on 1 guiding)……………………………………........ $ 2695 Booked 
 
4th Season 
5 Day Elk $ 3000 Reduced Down to only..……( 1-6 on 1 guiding)…………………………………..….......$  2695 Booked 
 
Any Season Cow elk 4 or 5 day……………………………………………………………………………………………... $ 1695 
Combination Hunt is the price above and the second animal is $ 995 if 3rd animal $ 995 as well  
we are talking adding a cow elk or buck deer. 
 
3 Day December Cow Elk Hunt 1 Hunter $ 2200 discounted down to only ….…………( 1-6 on 1 guiding)…..$ 1595 
3 Day December Cow Elk Hunt 2 Hunter $ 2300 discounted down to only …….………( 1-6 on 1 guiding) ….$ 1495 
3 Day December Cow Elk Hunt 3 Hunter $ 2400 discounted down to only …… ………( 1-6 on 1 guiding) ….$ 1395 
3 Day December Cow Elk Hunt 4 Hunter $ 2500 discounted down to only …… ………( 1-6 on 1 guiding) ….$ 1295 
 
The December Cow Hunt is a great Migration Season with high success. It does require 1 point to draw the cow 
elk license. If you do not have a point you can apply for a point in March as your 1st choice, then put in for the 
license that allows you to hunt from  mid-October to the end of November for the cow elk. Then you can use it 
on this hunt the last 3 days of November which is quite successful also, and you are able to get a point as well. 
Additionally, you can get a 2nd cow or a bull license and use this cow license for the 2nd, 3rd or 4th Bull elk season 
while you are hunting bull elk as well. This can be a bit complex license wise because of the draw system but with 
Watchdog Watchdog®  we can make all of that happen for you automatically, weather you hunt with us or not. 
(Details Below) 
 
Because of this outfitter high harvest rate, he can do more than the conventual hunt. It may be 2 on 1 in the 
morning but 6-1 during mid-day. As time passes it gets down to 3 on 1, 2 on 1 and 1 on 1 as the licenses ae filled 
and the hunters tag out. Elk bed down in low bowls of sandhill in CRP Grass, sage or other grasses. His elk density 
is so high because he doesn’t even graze the 20,000 acres with cattle all summer like the other outfitters. 
 
 
This is a high success migration area hunt for elk, so the later you hunt the more of the 60,000 elk in this area 
you will see as they are pushed off the mountain by snow. It is common for a good snowstorm to hit and push 
the elk down off the mountain into the migration sage flats where hunting and shooting is much easier than 
hunting in the steep mountains and snow. The shooting also has a much higher success rate because in the 
migration area, the Craig Bowl, there are no trees for the elk to hide behind, nor to get in your way when you are 
shooting.  
 
Elk do not migrate by the calendar that the Colorado Parks and Wildlife supplies us season dates. The balance 

Safety vs Food access. This means a storm may drop 8-12” of snow just before the opening of 2nd season and the 

https://cdn.website-editor.net/c834f1e5519240ef9bf453b78b10ed27/files/uploaded/Colorado%2520Quick%2520Picks%2520Watchdog%2520Hunter%2520Procedure1.pdf


elk move down their migration trail right into your lap. But if it gets warm, and the snow melts and packs they 

can do a reverse migration and go back up into the mountains again and stay until the next heavy storm pushes 

them down again. 

 
Elk lay down during mid-day, so we spot them in these bowls. We put 4 of 6 hunters in the elks escape route. 
Then two hunters go in from the opposite direction and jump them and shoot theirs. The other 4 fill their elk 
licenses with the exiting elk. 
  
We have a special guided on private land cow hunt that you must apply for to get a license. It is about the last 
3 days of November but sometimes altered if Thanksgiving Day November 28-30. Sometimes it is altered 
slightly when Thanksgiving breaks up the last 3 days of November. 
 
This is such a good season you will seldom see any other hunters during this season because this is a couple of 
weeks since the bull elk hunters have gone home, and the cows have settled down. Hunt code on this one is: 
E-F-003-P5-R and the hunt is the end of November. 
 
(There is a small fee for hunters per day after the 3 days if you still have an open tag which has never 
happened yet but just in case. Usually this is someone that has a problem getting the elk to run where his 
bullet is flying.) 
 
The December Late Cow hunt elk License for December Requires 1 point to draw. E-F-003-L1-R 
This is a phenomenally successful 3-day hunt that usually takes place in late December and has many 
opportunities to be filled on the 1st day. 
 

 
2nd, 3rd and 4th Mule Deer Seasons Below 
 
The Colorado Parks and Wildlife has announced that they are going to increase the number of licenses issue for 
Deer this year to remove more of the older Deer from the area. It will lower the points required to draw a 
Mule deer License. This may be the year you draw a deer license for this prime deer area in Colorado. Deer 
hunting as in most hunting weather can be a big part of success and the size of the bucks available during your 
hunt. 
 
 
2nd Season Requires 1 point to draw a deer license consistently 
5 Day Deer $ 2900 Reduced Down to only...……( 2 on 1 guiding)…………………………………………...$   2295 
This is a great hunt for the Deer hunter with bucks breaking the 140-170 or larger possible. 
 
3rd Season Rut Hunt Requires 5 points to draw a deer license consistently 
5 Day Deer $ 3700 Reduced Down to only...….…( 2 on 1 guiding)…………………………………………...$  2695 
This is a great hunt for the Trophy Deer hunter with bucks breaking the 180-inch boundary possible. 
 
 
4th Season Rut Hunt Requires 12 points to draw a deer license consistently 
5 Day Deer $ 4700 Reduced Down to only...….…( 2 on 1 guiding)…………………………………………...$  2995 
*Add $ 1000 for 1 on 1 guiding in the hunts above 
This is a great hunt for the Trophy Deer hunter with bucks breaking the 200-inch boundary possible. 



 
Antelope  
Antelope Archery, Muzzleloader or Rifle 2 day Semi-Guided on Best of 20,000 acres 
2 Day Private Land Semi-Guided $ 2500 discounted Down to 
Buck Antelope $1895 Early-First 5 Days/Later in the season………………………………………………….. $  1395  
Doe Antelope $1595 Early-First 5 Days/Later in the season…………………………….…………………….. $    695 
. 
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
 

 Adult Youth Landowner 

Hunt Code List  Res NonRes Res NonRes Unrestricted Restricted 

 

 
DE003O1A 

 

A 

Drawn Out At 
0 Pref 
Points 

0 Pref 
Points 

Choice 2 
0 Pref 
Points 

Leftover 
Choice 3 

None Drawn 

# Drawn at Final Level 
125 of 

377 
56 of 
149 

4 of 12 4 of 8 3 of 3 N/A 

 

 

 
DE003P2R 

 

A 

Drawn Out At 
0 Pref 
Points 

0 Pref 
Points 

Choice 2 
0 Pref 
Points 

Leftover 
Choice 2 

Leftover 
Choice 3 

# Drawn at Final Level 
141 of 

150 
185 of 

195 
10 of 36 4 of 4 1 of 17 3 of 3 

 

 

 

DE003P3R 

 

A 

Drawn Out At 
0 Pref 
Points 

0 Pref 
Points 

Choice 2 
0 Pref 
Points 

0 Pref Points Choice 2 

# Drawn at Final Level 46 of 129 
103 of 

270 
4 of 27 12 of 19 40 of 87 8 of 80 

 

 
 

 

AM003O1A 

 
A 

Drawn Out At 
4 Pref 
Points 

4 Pref 
Points 

4 Pref 
Points 

None 
Drawn 

0 Pref Points 0 Pref Points 

# Drawn at Final Level 42 of 58 1 of 1 2 of 4 N/A 2 of 18 11 of 17 

 

 

 Adult Youth Landowner 

Hunt Code List  Res NonRes Res NonRes Unrestricted Restricted 

 

AM003O1M 

 
A 

Drawn Out At 
10 Pref 
Points 

11 Pref 
Points 

None 
Drawn 

No Apps 4 Pref Points 1 Pref Points 

# Drawn at Final Level 7 of 8 2 of 2 N/A N/A 1 of 1 1 of 1 

 

 

AM003O1R 

 
A 

Drawn Out At 
13 Pref 
Points 

13 Pref 
Points 

None 
Drawn 

None 
Drawn 

1 Pref Points 0 Pref Points 

# Drawn at Final Level 15 of 46 5 of 9 N/A N/A 21 of 25 24 of 48 

 

 

 

AM003P5R 

 

B 

Drawn Out At 
1 Pref 
Points 

1 Pref 
Points 

1 Pref 
Points 

1 Pref 
Points 

1 Pref Points 0 Pref Points 

# Drawn at Final Level 
157 of 

171 
19 of 22 21 of 22 2 of 2 27 of 39 22 of 45 

 

 
If the outfitter deems it is more successful to hunt a 3 or 4, 5 or even 6 hunters on 1 guide to surround the herds 
so they don’t have an exit route where they can get out without being show the outfitter will do so. In this way 
he can take advantage of the 20,000 acres. 
 



This hunt uses more teamwork and hunt coordination to make each hunter in the group successful. The guide 
will coordinate the hunt and the locations of each hunter to post in an area or walk through an area to provide 
shots from the elk moving away from the hunters and to those posted in specific areas. This works well if some 
enjoy walking where others are better at staying in a location, they have been placed to receive the pushed elk.  
 
There is 1 particularly important rule here and it is that the hunters must follow the guide’s direction. To be 
effective as a guide and successful as a hunter the guide must be able to have the cooperation of all members. In 
all situations some hunter will get shots while others don’t. That is the nature of the hunt but in multiple days all 
should be able to see elk and weather they tag out or not depends on their shooting skill. The guide has year and 
year of elk hunting in general and years on this property. He knows not only the ground but the way the elk 
usually move through the draws and gullies when in the migration corridor or fleeing from danger. This skill and 
knowledge are essential to continue to have the high success that this special hunt provides. There will only be 1 
of these hunts for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th rifle seasons. The hunt is discounted to even make this hunt lower in 
price. 
Without this cooperation the guide has the choice to cancel the hunt. 
 
2nd animal hunts as adding a buck deer or a cow elk to an existing bull elk hunt is $1500 reduced  
down to only $995 this year. 
 
To be successful here you will want to be with a local outfitter, someone that was born and raised here living 

among these great animals and hunting them at an early age. Then becoming so proficient received his outfitting 

license early on and has many years of outfitting and guiding to show and build his skill and animal knowledge. 

This is your outfitter, a man that has probably seen more elk drop at a shot then most of us have ever seen 

anywhere at any time standing or running. His properties are vast and lay game full in units GMU003, GMU301, 

GMU004 and GMU441. Colorado has some of the most complex license application in the nation, rules like this 

make up that complexity. The manual just to apply for a license rules and regulations is always around 60 pages 

and there aren’t many pictures. 

Early seasons, September finds the elk in the high country for rut in GMU004 and GMU441, but this outfitter is 

very oriented to success and since his acreage only has local elk and no migrants at that time, he chooses to not 

hunt the September seasons with muzzleloaders so it is archery only. The elk will be dodging arrows and 

muzzleloader bullets during September on adjacent properties which fills his land with incoming elk just waiting 

to hear a short bugle or cow call to direct them in.  

Antelope 

When mid-August rolls out of the summer heat the archers and their tent blinds on waterholes begin to pop up 

like mushroom after a heavy rain. The antelope hunting all takes place in the flat to rolling terrain of GMU003 

and GMU301. This is a great “Low Impact” hunt, one for the youth for his first big game animal or a senior citizen 

that has not given up and want to hunt with him boys and shoot antelope, the time and the success together will 

be cherished for the years that make up the rest of their lives. A bow may be a little difficult, but the October 1st 

rifle season evens up the odds. 



With September just, a memory the Pronghorn antelope slips in under the cover of darkness during the 1st week 

in October and they are greeted by the antelope hunters toting rifles and the only tents by the water holes are 

the ones that the hunters are camped in during this usually mild weather. 

The deer and elk stay for the most part in the cooler temperatures in GMU004 and GMU441 for their archer, 

muzzleloader season and first couple of gun seasons before they slowly migrate down to the Craig Valley floor. 

This is where some will spend the winter and others continue west to Godiva’s Rim for the winter, 27 miles away 

as the crow flies. 

This outfitter learned this migration pattern at an early age and knew that you had to have mountain private land 

as well as land in the valley if you wanted to hunt all three animals during all seasons. 

This is exactly what you will be hunting, where the animals that you have a license for are at the time of your 

season. Not be told “they are not here yet,” or they are below us like many are told each year by other outfitters. 

The words to remember,” Don’t miss the Flow!” 

These hunts are all about having a safe and good hunt with a guide and outfitter that have lived here most if not 

all their lives hunting and guiding this honey hole of hunting. The hunt includes the hunt, guided to the degree of 

semi-guided with both of you having the same goal, that is to meet the large Rocky Mountain Elk, the largest of 

the species face to face on his terms and to see who wins the right to brag or eat crow the next day depending on 

the outcome of the contacted opportunity.  

Lodging and meals are the hunter’s responsibility and the outfitter will provide you with motel phone numbers in 

Craig that he recommends for his hunters and where you will all meet for breakfast early the first morning to 

head out in the darkness together after plans with maps, guides and hunters all in the loop. This is the first day of 

the rest of your life. You are going out west on a famous Colorado elk hunt that will build memories that data 

confirms that hunters enjoy enough that they return year after year. 

You will be needed to meet the outfitter in Craig, Colorado the day before the hunt to get organized. The time 

early in the morning to start your hunt, be certain to have your cell phone to aid the connection if needed.  

The next morning it is up early to meet at a restaurant and to meet your guide. If you are late and everyone had 

gone stay in your car with your cell phone and depending on how the day goes, they might be able to get back to 

you.  Do not go in the property without the outfitter or guides knowledge. 

Time has taught him about people or hunters. It is not a first-timer hunt for many and they mainly in need of 

access to premium quality private land where a “Land Stewart” has protected the land and made certain that the 

animals you are after are there when you get there. The guides know where the animals, water, feed, bed and 

migrate so you will see animals, no question. Hitting them is what you came prepares to do with your previous 

practice. 

I recommend that you get to Craig early Friday before your hunt and plan to meet him a 4 PM. Prior to that there 

is Rifle Range north of town about 10 miles on Cedar Mountain, the mountain with the radio towers. They have a 

great sight in range to check your rifles set up and to be dead on at 200 yards. They also have steel targets at, 

200, 300, 400 and 500 yards which are great practice at the longer ranges that most hunters don’t have access to 



at home. The is open country and you may be called on to shoot an animal at 300 yards so this is a place where 

you can see just what a 300-yard animal looks like. The staff at the range are friendly and knowledgeable which is 

a great asset if you rifle isn’t doing what it should after the long trip from home. 

For those hunting with the opening day is a Wednesday like the 4th season there is a range about 7 miles south 

East of Hayden that has all distances but does not have the people there to assist you with your shooting. 

 

What makes western hunter successful, or unsuccessful? 

One reason that many hunters miss while hunting in the wide-open country is their hunting history has been 

short range ground blind hunting waiting for whitetails. The farthest they have ever shot is 50 yards in eastern 

whitetail states. Because of this a 300 or even 200-yard shot is more difficult or out of the question. We have had 

them refuse to shoot an elk standing at 200 yards because they felt it was too far. If they do shoot, they shoot 

that far standing up instead of with a rest or better yet laying down. 

I recommend everyone to shoot a 300 yards target before coming out west. An elk is huge with a chance twice 

the size of a deer. (15x15 vs 36x36) so in theory shooting an elk at 200 years is like shooting a deer at 100 yards. If 

you can do well on paper at 300 yards you will be one of the 75% not the 25%. I also recommend shooting laying 

down on the ground this skill is difficult for many to lie down on the ground when hunting but this or to some 

degree with a rest is an important skill to build. Finally getting from a walking position to down on the ground in a 

solid position with shooting sticks low or resting the forearm of the rifle on a solid rest is a times even with elk 

hunting. You only have so much time to get from walking to pulling the trigger before the bull moves of out of 

sight. These are free ranging elk not high fence elk. They will do everything possible for them to be difficult to 

shoot, and for that we have no control but will do our best to give you an opportunity for a shot. 

I have personally hunted in this area for 35 years and never gone home without an elk. You can’t find a denser 

population in the world then the private land you will be hunting in an area known as the elk capitol of the world. 

Even the public land elk move into the already high number on the private land as soon as the first shot is fired. 

The lead cow has been doing it for 15 years and they keep doing it generation after generations because it gets 

so little pressure in comparison to the public land which is wall to wall blaze orange. The public land hunter does 

an excellent job of moving even more elk than we already have into our private property. Our private property is 

pre-scouted before the hunts and local herds spotted. Those have the public land herd by noon on the 1st day. 

Moving elk are an easier target than the local herds because they are not as familiar with the private property 

escape routes, while your guide is. If the elk are moving, they are everywhere. Just like deer though if they decide 

to lie down and hold up, they will still be there but must be spotted in their beds unless they get up to feed or 

migrate. 

Lodging is not included but here are some good options. 

Would allow us to bring a self-contained RV to stay in on the property is a question we get asked but due to the 

fire danger during the hunting season which is usually announced by the forest service is extreme camping of any 

type is not allowed on the property. Better yet though is in the town of Craig is a KOA campground dedicated to 



hunters in the fall. It has a large game pole, for skinning and hanging you elk to cool. They provide anything that 

relates to hanging deer and elk along with hunting. 

In addition, I contract for extremely reduced rates in a nice chain Motel in town that is usually $ 90 per night. The 

discount that my hunters get is 2 hunters 1 room 2 beds, a free breakfast each all for $40 each, while rooms are 

available. They do fill quickly at that rate of course even with a 70-room motel. 

This outfitter books up early each year so by now some slots are already filled. 

Tip 
 Keep the point required in your mind when you put in for a license this year. You can put in for an elk point then 

get an elk license over the counter when you arrive in Colorado for the 2nd or 3rd seasons. Or if you draw 1 license 

you can get a point for the other two animals. 

The other options are to have us put you in for the preference points the year you are hunting 1 animal and get 

you a preference point for the other two animals, being deer, elk or antelope. You must put in for the point in 

March or you will miss the application deadline date.  

I always recommend putting in for a deer point also because with 0 points there are very few areas that you can 

get a deer license. I recommend putting in for a deer point then next year you will be able to draw a mule deer 

license for this area, which has fantastic Mule Deer hunting. 

If you would like to shoot a mule deer, there is only about a 50% chance of drawing one for private land with 

no points and you will be running into deer all day when you are elk hunting. I recommend putting in for a 

deer point this year, so you will have one for next year or if you do want to hunt deer with your elk this year 

then put in for a deer and you will automatically either draw or get a point. Ask Greg for details on how you 

can build your points and hunt the best areas every year. 

 
Also 2nd and 3rd season Bull Elk Licenses are available over the counter. On this hunt I don’t recommend 2nd 
season elk, because if the weather is mild and no snow their migration is weaker this early. 
 
Possible left-over licenses in some categories announced in July and sold first come first serve in August. 
  
In all 4 units there is archery, 1, 2, 3 and 4 hunting seasons. Of course, during some season, the better hunting 

maybe east or west of Highway 13 which is the paved road going north out of Craig and on to Baggs, Wyoming. 

Which GMU or Game Management Unit you will be hunting during a specific date is all perfectly planned out to 

provide you with the most opportunity for taking home a big buck or bull. 

 
Trophy Mule Deer hunt in GMU003, GMU301, GMU004 and GMU441. There are only 2 hunts per year on 20,000 
acres of private land. You can anticipate a 20-28” wide buck or bigger. It is the beginning of the rut and the big 
timber bucks are coming down to the lower altitudes but the rut and pushed by winter. The hunt is the last 4 
days of the 3rd season usually beginning around the 5th of November. Weather can rush the rut or retard it 
depend on Mother Nature. The hunter will need to supply the license either by a draw or buy a voucher to be 



able to get the license. Landowner Voucher usually runs about $ 1700 when available for Deer and about $1000 
for antelope. This can all be done for almost free by building preference points. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In an area with a high volume of elk there are many more way to hunt the elk successfully besides the traditional 

horse pack in hunts in to the higher summer early fall altitutes that the elk live in durring the early seasons.  

As hunters age they find that the physically demanding packin hunts and tent lodging give away to the prefered 

Low impact hunt at lower altitute like this at only 6000 feet instaed of the pack in at 9000 feet. Vehicle use while 

hunting is prefered to walking the steep hills in colder warher and possibly colder temperatures. 

If this makes sense to you and you are over 50 or have a youth hunter with you call me and I willl explain the 

trade off and see what fits YOU, which is the most important part of a enjpoyable hunt. 

Packin Hunt is extremely physcical and at high altitute 8000-9000 feet, altitute sickness is commoin, and gasping 

for breath after a walk is common. The mountains are rugged and steep. I have heard from hunters that they 

never were able to get veerry far from camp. A 3 hour horseback ridge can be very grueling for someone that 

doesn’t ride horses every day. The ride is difficult because of all of the steep terrain you must travel. 

More accidents occur on horse back hunts then any other type of hunt. If you have the outfitters contract you 

will see the outfitter is well aware of that and distances himself from any horse accidents, so he won’t be libel. I 

have pack in hunts, they are for the young to enjoy and that is whay I keep them. They are by far the lowest 

success rate because the elk are spread thing across the mountains and they are in their top physical shape. 

You are unguided, that means he provides a tent camp and a piece of public national forest to hunt by yourself. 

This means you will need the skills of a seasoned guide to know where to go and how to hunt the foirst time you 

are on this property. You will be battling against the historical knowledage and the long highly conditioned legs of 

a 14 year old cow. She has been through this for 14 years and knows where to take the herd and hide, you 

don’t.You all buy the $60 bull license instead of a mixture of 1 or 2 Cow Licenses at only $500. Many say a pack in 

hunt success is just like you went for an expensive horse camping trip. 

I have hunted every stte in the west, live north of Denver and have shot 60 plus elk. I know what works and what 

doesn’t work and is just sales talk, and a packin drop camp is sales talk for most hunters. 

Instead of shooting the elk when they are spread thin across the mountaions just wait until November 13-17 

when they are all coming dowm in big herds durring a natural migration into your 20,000 acres. Also down here 

you don’t have to shoot at elk as they run below the trees. Where you will be hunting is rolling sand hills of sage, 

with a guide, staying in a warm moter in Craig, The Elk Capitol of the world is Craig. There are more elk there than 

anywhere else in the world. 

I will sum it up, and I would be please to do a confrence call with all of you, I hate to see outfitter putting new 

hunters in a hunt with promises of filling elk license, knowing that past experiences prove that with you hunting, 

history that you odds are under 20%. 

In Craig guided on a 20,000 acre private property ranch in the migration coridor, everyone is in a warm truck, not 

horses. You are hunting un-grazes grasses, in a area that they must cross to get to their wintering grounds, 25 



miles to the west. You are hunting at the lowest altitute where there are elk, 5000 feet. Your guides are 50 year 

old men that have hunted in the Craig area all of their lives. You can mix bull and cow hunters, you can even have 

a bull elk and a cow elk license in your pocket and shoot both of them. 

The winter migration season, the 4th season is the most successful season to hunt elk. If you talk to anyone in the 

area, the locals, they will agree with you, that is when they hunt. 

I hope that inside view helps, I have been doing this for 20 years, I do know the ins and out of elk hunting in Utah, 

Colorado,and Wyoming,  I don’t put my hunters in Idaho and Montana because of the Wolf risk. New Mexico is 

crazy expensive above Wyoming prices even. Colorado is the best “bang for your buck” elk hunts.  Greg Merriam  

303-776-7528  303-746-1214 cell 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Note: Hunter Safety card required for anyone born after January 1, 1949. If you don’t have one it can easily be 

obtained by taking a test on-line. Don’t wait until the last minute to do it, since many will, and you may have 

difficulty getting in online. Also, if you need aid applying for a license feel free to ask for our assistance. 

Application date is in March so prepare early, so you have the best opportunity get the license you require. 

Hunter Safety Cards have become a Nation-Wide Standard so to hunt in any state today they are required. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

(Colorado Quick Picks Watchdog Lives Here!/ Click here for more Information) 

For more Details go to DiscountedHunts.Net for the best buys in hunting. 
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The Highly discounted hunts and great deals are sent to the “Preferred Hunters” (Pro-Staff) first before they 

even make the web site. Because of this many times the Preferred Hunters buy them out and they never make 

the web site. You will receive the Landowner VOUCHERS or Landowner TAGS, the HUNTING PROPERTY LEASES 

along with the SPECIAL DISCOUNTED HUNTS and CANCELLATIONS  as soon as they come as in.  If you would 

like to be on the “Preferred Hunters List” please contact me by EMAIL: DeerElkBear@GMail.com or 303-776-

7528.  I will place you on this elite list labeled,” The Pro-Staff List.”  

https://cdn.website-editor.net/c834f1e5519240ef9bf453b78b10ed27/files/uploaded/Colorado%2520Quick%2520Picks%2520Watchdog%2520Hunter%2520Procedure.pdf
https://www.discountedhunts.net/
https://cdn.website-editor.net/c834f1e5519240ef9bf453b78b10ed27/files/uploaded/2020%2520Colorado%2520Hunting%2520Dates%2520and%2520License%2520Fees.pdf
https://www.discountedhunts.net/bg/vouchers/all-Vouchers
https://www.discountedhunts.net/bg/Hunting-Leases-and-Membership-Hunts/States
https://www.discountedhunts.net/bg/al/elk/specilascopy-of-arkansas-california-colorado
https://www.discountedhunts.net/
mailto:DeerElkBear@GMail.com
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We accept 

  

 

 Bless the soldiers that risk their lives to protect this great country we live in and keep us 

safe from those that wish us harm.  

 

Hunts averaging 10% to 45% off available just ask we build hundreds of happy hunters in 28 states and Canada 

every year with Elk, Whitetail Deer, Mule Deer, Bear, Moose, Sheep, Exotics, and even hogs. All hunts subject to 

license availability and on a first come first serve basis. 


